DigiPILOT—World’s Only “Hands-free” Gyropilot Add-On

Reduces Bunker Consumption Up To 3%

DigiPILOT    Auto Pilot
World’s Only Totally “Hands-free” Continuous Self adjusting Rudder Controller for Improved Steering Performance

250,000 DWT VLCC realized bunker consumption reduction of up to 3% in moderate to heavy seas.

Proprietary Rudder Optimization Technology

Proven, Proprietary “Smart Steering” technology, incorporates unique algorithms, developed by Air Force 3-Axis Space Pioneer and MIT aircraft control engineer, to reduce excess rudder movement by compensating for a multitude of influencing variable factors including - Heavy Seas & Swells, Load/Trim, Speed, Wind, Current and Under Keel Clearance

Easy installation
DigiPILOT is easily installed with just four components integrated with any existing autopilot enhancing performance by direct comparison.

- Steering Mode Selector Switch
- GNSS/Inertial Data Logger
- Mac mini/iPAD Rudder Controller
- Optional Precision Fuel Flow Sensor
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